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Abstract
Consideration of solar geoengineering as a potential response to climate change will demand
complex decisions. These include not only the choice of whether to deploy solar engineering,
but decisions regarding how to deploy, and ongoing decision-making throughout deployment.
Research on the governance of solar geoengineering to date has primarily engaged only with
the question of whether to deploy. We examine the science of solar geoengineering in order
to clarify the technical dimensions of decisions about deployment—both strategic and
operational—and how these might influence governance considerations, while consciously
refraining from making specific recommendations. The focus here is on a hypothetical
deployment rather than governance of the research itself. We first consider the complexity
surrounding the design of a deployment scheme, in particular the complicated and difficult
decision of what its objective(s) would be, given that different choices for how to deploy will
lead to different climate outcomes. Next, we discuss the on-going decisions across multiple
timescales, from the sub-annual to the multi-decadal. For example, feedback approaches
might effectively manage some uncertainties, but would require frequent adjustments to the
solar geoengineering deployment in response to observations. Other decisions would be tied
to the inherently slow process of detection and attribution of climate effects in the presence of
natural variability. Both of these present challenges to decision-making. These considerations
point toward particular governance requirements, including an important role for technical
experts – with all the challenges that entails.
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Key Policy Insights
 Decisions about solar geoengineering deployment will be informed not only by political
choices, but also by climate science and engineering.
 Design decisions will pertain to the spatial and temporal goals of a climate intervention
and strategies for achieving those goals.
 Some uncertainty can be managed through feedback, but this would require frequent
operational decisions.
 Some strategic decisions will depend on the detection and attribution of climatic effects
from solar geoengineering, which may take decades.
 Governance for solar geoengineering deployment will likely need to incorporate
technical expertise for making short-term adjustments to the deployment and
conducting attribution analysis, while also slowing down decisions made in response to
attribution analysis to avoid hasty choices.
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1. Introduction
There is increasing awareness of the substantial gap between the amount of mitigation needed
to avoid dangerous anthropogenic climate change and current mitigation commitments (Rogelj
et al., 2016; Höhne et al, 2017, IPCC, 2018). Solar geoengineering approaches have the
potential to provide an additional option for managing the risks of climate change as illustrated
qualitatively in Figure 1 (Wigley, 2006; Smith and Rasch 2013, Long and Shepherd, 2014;
Sugiyama et al., 2018; MacMartin et al., 2018), with the most frequently discussed option being
the addition of aerosols to the stratosphere to reflect some sunlight back to space (Crutzen,
2006; National Academies, 2015). Not enough is currently known to support informed
decisions regarding deployment of such approaches (e.g., MacMartin et al., 2016, MacMartin
and Kravitz 2019a), but preliminary climate modeling suggests that solar geoengineering in
addition to mitigation is likely to reduce many climate risks (e.g., Keith and Irvine, 2016; Irvine
et al., 2019).
Deployment of solar geoengineering would have global effects, leading to the question of how
one might govern use of these technologies (e.g., Parson, 2013; Parson and Ernst, 2013; Rayner
et al., 2013; Bodansky, 2013; Barrett, 2014; Horton and Reynolds, 2016; Reynolds, 2016, Horton
et al 2018, Nicholson et al 2018, Horton and Keith 2019). The international community has
agreed upon a limit of 1.5 to 2°C rise in global mean temperature above preindustrial levels
(UNFCCC, 2015), but 1.5°C could be surpassed within the next 1-2 decades (IPCC, 2018). This
poses some degree of urgency in developing solar geoengineering governance mechanisms,
while simultaneously continuing scientific research necessary to assess impacts and risks.
Most of the geoengineering governance literature to date focuses on either the governance of
nearer-term research prior to deployment (e.g., Nicholson et al 2018) or on the decision of
whether or not to deploy, including different scenarios under which deployment might be
considered, and different models for participating in the initial deployment decision. In a
recent comprehensive review of the literature, Reynolds (2019) observes that “… little writing
has considered the governance needs and potential responses that would arise subsequent to
any solar geoengineering deployment.” Indeed, we are not aware of any substantive
discussions in the governance literature that addresses either the complexity of the decision to
deploy solar geoengineering, which is far more than a simple binary yes/no, nor the series of
ongoing operational decisions following the start of a deployment.
While the governance literature has generally neglected to examine the technical aspects of
deployment decisions up to now, it is nevertheless alert to issues related to “the politics of
expertise.” Particularly relevant herein, Barrett (2014) recognizes that solar geoengineering
would involve more than a single decision, and Parson and Ernst (2013) describe the need for
“keeping decision-making linked to scientific understanding … and protecting scientific
deliberations and judgments from political pressures.” This reliance on technical expertise has
led some to question if solar geoengineering is compatible with democracy (Szerszynski et al
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2013, Hulme 2014), a point countered both by Heyward and Rayner (2015) and by Horton et al
(2018). Without a better sense of the content and character of technical decisions, however, it
is difficult to fully gauge their political implications for governance of solar geoengineering.
The purpose of this article is to highlight what climate science and engineering have to say
about the specifically technical dimensions of the decisions—both operational and strategic—
that would need to be made if solar geoengineering were deployed, and to consider the
political implications for governance. The lack of substantive considerations of the technical
aspects of deployment decisions in the governance literature represents a significant gap that
inhibits the type of systematic policy analysis necessary to assess whether and how solar
geoengineering should be integrated into the climate policy portfolio. This article aims to begin
filling that gap.
(Insert Figure 1)
Figure 1. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, combined with future large-scale atmospheric CO2 removal, may lead
to long-term climate stabilization with some overshoot of desired temperature targets. One possible scenario for a
(temporary and limited) solar geoengineering deployment is as part of an overall strategy to reduce climate risks
during the overshoot period. (Figure based on Long and Shepherd, 2014, and reproduced from MacMartin et al.,
2018 with permission).

2. Overview of decisions
In what follows, we lay out a set of decisions that we suggest may be associated with deploying
solar geoengineering and managing ongoing deployment. We then seek to characterize the
nature of these decisions. Decisions relating to deployment can be usefully categorized as
either more strategic, or more operational, in nature. Strategic decisions, such as whether or
not to deploy any form of solar geoengineering, or decisions that affect the distribution of
outcomes, will be largely political in nature. In contrast, operational decisions, such as how to
adjust deployment in response to observed climatic effects, will be more technical in nature,
that is, dependent on scientific and engineering expertise to interpret and implement strategic
decisions. Of course, strategic decisions will contain technical elements (“what is technically
possible?”), and technical decisions will invariably have political implications (“what are the
distributive consequences?”).
Many choices would be neither binary nor static. Different design choices for how to deploy
solar geoengineering will lead to different projected outcomes. But since outcomes will never
exactly match projections, observations made during deployment will then drive subsequent
decisions across a wide range of timescales. To understand these choices, it is necessary to
consider the characteristics of a well-intentioned deployment in greater detail; one might then
hope to structure governance that could enable and encourage such an ideal scenario. Note
4

that both Talberg et al (2018) and Sugiyama et al (2018) stress the importance of the scenario
in evaluating solar geoengineering. Some of the decisions we consider herein are effectively
independent of the scenario (e.g., simply observing that certain decisions must be made), while
other decisions we consider are more relevant to an “ideal” well-intentioned scenario, in which
decisions are made with the aim to maximize benefits and minimize harms. In discussing how
decisions could be made, this paper thus could be viewed in the context of a “strategic
conversation” scenario, as introduced by Talberg et al (2018).
Much of the initial climate research into solar geoengineering has been exploratory, e.g., how
models respond differently to a decrease in sunlight versus an increase in greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentrations. Multiple climate models have simulated an idealized reduction in
sunlight (e.g., Kravitz et al., 2013, Irvine et al 2019), and many climate models have simulated
the response to a continuous addition of stratospheric sulfate aerosols at some location,
typically in the form of SO2 that subsequently oxidizes and forms sulfate aerosols (e.g., Pitari et
al., 2014). While informative, it would be a mistake to interpret any of these simulations as
describing how the climate would respond to solar geoengineering because they test ad hoc
strategies rather than intentionally designed ones. The climate modeling community has
recently begun to move beyond these idealized explorations and engage with three
characteristics of a hypothetical deployment.
First, the climate response to solar geoengineering will depend on choices that must be made
regarding how it is deployed. With stratospheric aerosols, for example, this includes not only
the amount of material injected but also the type of aerosol released (Keith et al 2016), as well
as the latitudes (Tilmes et al 2017, Dai et al 2018), altitudes (Tilmes et al 2018), and times of
year of that injection (Visioni et al 2019). This means that, not only could one aim for more or
less global cooling, but one could put more emphasis on, for example, high versus low latitudes,
or the Northern versus Southern hemisphere (Kravitz et al., 2016; MacMartin et al., 2017;
Kravitz et al., 2017). Regardless of how they are made, choices such as these will influence the
distribution of benefits and harms. Within limits, solar geoengineering might be designed to
achieve specified outcomes or minimize other effects (MacMartin et al., 2013; Kravitz et al.,
2016; MacMartin and Kravitz, 2019b). Here, “design” does not mean specifying a particular
institutional architecture for making basic political decisions about solar geoengineering, but
rather, planning the precise physical and chemical attributes of a specific solar geoengineering
intervention scheme. In this sense, one can only evaluate the climate impacts of a particular
design for solar geoengineering deployment rather than solar geoengineering in general, as
those impacts are a function of the design. Design decisions for solar geoengineering
deployment are strategic in nature, focused on overall goals and approaches for achieving
them.
Second, no amount of research will reduce uncertainty to zero, and decisions will inevitably be
revisited in light of the observed response of the climate to solar geoengineering interventions.
It is in principle possible to manage a solar geoengineering deployment so that at least some
5

desired outcomes are maintained despite uncertainty in the climate response (MacMartin et
al., 2014a; Kravitz et al., 2014; Kravitz et al., 2016; Kravitz et al., 2017). By “management,” we
mean making instrumental, operational decisions about modifying details of the approach for a
deployment that is already underway. That is, some form of adaptive management (e.g.,
Holling, 1978; Chris, 2015) is essential.
However, this introduces a third challenge: it may be difficult to confidently detect climate
changes due to solar geoengineering, including those predicted to occur (MacMartin et al
2019). How can observed changes be correctly attributed to solar geoengineering in the
presence of both natural variability and uncertainty in the response to other human
perturbations to the climate system? If an unexpected change in climate is detected and
attributed to solar geoengineering, this could lead to revisiting strategic decisions regarding its
goals, or even revisiting the choice to deploy.
In what follows, we consider these three characteristics of deployment, along with their
corresponding challenges for decision-making.
1. Different ways of deploying will lead to different outcomes (Section 3). Solar geoengineering
can be “designed” to achieve a range of different possible climates. Given that, what are the
goals for deployment? This is more complex than simply manipulating a “global
thermostat;” deployment is not a univariate decision.
2. Some uncertainties can be managed through feedback (Section 4.1). Climate models do not
need to be perfect, as the magnitude of the geoengineered-perturbation does not need to
be perfectly predicted in advance; it can be adjusted in response to the observed climate – a
feedback process. However, this would require frequent updates that may be very hard to
realize in a political environment that is usually characterized by slow decision making.
3. Detection and attribution of regional changes will take decades (Section 4.2). There will
always be unpredictable weather and climate events, and determining causation with
confidence will take time. Thus, in the face of this inevitable uncertainty about the effects of
solar geoengineering, extreme patience would be desirable with regard to some decisions.
These last two propositions, associated with the time-scales of evolving decisions, may appear
to be contradictory. In reality, there will be a continuum of time-scales associated with different
features in the climate response (Section 4.3).
We explicitly avoid any discussion in Sections 3 and 4 regarding how one might design
governance to enable decisions. Section 5 concludes with some brief thoughts tying the nature
of decisions explicated in the previous sections to the needs of governance.
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3. Spatial and temporal goals
Mitigation policy at the global level primarily involves a single decision variable, net GHG
emissions. While mitigation involves multiple and complex trade-offs between social, economic
and climate outcomes, there are no substantive trade-offs associated directly with climate
outcomes: lower emission levels yield less climate damage than do higher emission levels, and
as a consequence, a single number such as “2°C” can stand in as a proxy for a wide collection of
impacts. That is not true for solar geoengineering.
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(Insert Figure 2)
Figure 2. Illustration of how different choices for solar geoengineering would lead to different outcomes (illustrated
here for stratospheric aerosols). The aerosol optical depth (AOD, a measure of how much the stratospheric particles
attenuate sunlight reaching the surface) is shown, scaled for a 1 Tg per year injection of SO 2, calculated in a fullycoupled chemistry-climate model, for injection at 30°S (green), 30°N (red) and split equally between 15°S and 15°N
(blue). These choices will result in quite different climate outcomes, allowing some potential to design the
deployment to achieve specified goals by choosing some linear combination of these. Figure is based on simulations
described by Tilmes et al. (2017).

First, solar geoengineering does not affect the climate the same way that reduced
concentrations of atmospheric GHGs would, leading to potentially disparate regional outcomes
(e.g., Ricke et al., 2010), and feeding into the well-known concern over “who gets to set the
thermostat.” However, reality is more complex. The climate response to solar geoengineering
will depend on how it is deployed. With stratospheric aerosols, for example, one could choose
how much to inject at different latitudes to obtain some influence over climate outcomes
(MacMartin et al., 2017; Dai et al., 2018); this is illustrated in Figure 2. By injecting aerosols into
one or the other hemisphere, for example, one could influence the relative cooling between
hemispheres to minimize shifts in tropical precipitation that could disrupt tropical precipitation
patterns (Haywood et al., 2013; Kravitz et al., 2016). By injecting aerosols at higher latitudes,
one could put more emphasis on cooling higher rather than lower latitudes. It is unclear as to
how many independent degrees of freedom could be achieved, but there are at least these
three. Other solar geoengineering approaches, such as marine cloud brightening (brightening
low clouds over the ocean by injecting sea salt particles into them; Latham, 1990) might allow
more degrees of freedom and effects that are complementary to those of stratospheric
aerosols (Boucher et al., 2017). It is thus insufficient to agree only on a target for global mean
temperature; a decision to deploy must be based at least implicitly on high-level multivariate
goals for the deployment (Kravitz et al., 2016).
The U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change committed nations to avoiding dangerous
anthropogenic interference in the climate system. Over time, this qualitative goal was
translated into the quantitative goal of limiting warming to well below 2 ◦C (see Article 2 of
UNFCCC, 2015). A similar exercise could arrive at multivariate quantitative goals for solar
7
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geoengineering. This could be as simple as specifying the desired global mean temperature and
maintaining some minimum amount of Arctic sea ice extent, while minimizing shifts in tropical
precipitation. More complex multivariate goals could be defined, provided that there is
sufficient understanding of the physical relationship between these goals and the available
degrees of freedom to use as a basis for design (a non-trivial requirement). The ability to design
for multivariate goals could complicate negotiations over solar geoengineering deployment, in
that there are more choices to be made, but could also simplify them, as some concerns that
lead to conflicting desires may be partially alleviated.
There will still be fundamental trade-offs, and what constitutes the “ideal” climate is not clear.
A plausible goal could be to avoid significant change with respect to some baseline climate
state (e.g., the climate at the time solar geoengineering is commenced), but trade-offs remain
inevitable. A 2°C world achieved purely through mitigation will not be the same as a 2°C world
achieved through less aggressive mitigation and some amount of solar geoengineering.
However, with multiple degrees of freedom, solar geoengineering can be designed to make
these cases more similar than much of the early research would suggest (Kravitz et al., 2016,
2017, MacMartin and Kravitz 2019b). Nonetheless, there will still be differences between how
solar geoengineering affects the climate and how other anthropogenic influences do so, due to
the different mechanisms of radiative forcing (though it is not clear today how significant these
changes might be).
Importantly, the fact that the entire climate system is coupled puts strong constraints on what
is possible with solar geoengineering. Even if we understood the system perfectly, it would not
be possible to independently adjust every possible climate outcome, neither choosing different
effects at spatially proximate locations, nor simultaneously determining temperature and
precipitation outcomes at any location, nor eliminating extreme events, for example.
The temporal aspect to the goal also needs to be defined. If solar geoengineering were ever
deployed, there are several reasons to only gradually ramp it up over time rather than
immediately demanding a substantial deployment level to cool the planet quickly. This strategy
allows possible surprises to be discovered earlier (e.g., Keith and MacMartin, 2015) while the
perturbation to the climate system is still relatively small. Furthermore, rapid changes in the
perturbation can also lead to unnecessary climate impacts, such as a short-term reduction in
monsoonal precipitation due to the differential rate of land versus ocean cooling (e.g., Robock
et al., 2013). Thus, for example, in the presence of still-rising atmospheric GHG concentrations,
one might choose to maintain conditions as close as possible to the year in which deployment
starts, as implied by Figure 1. Other scenarios include limiting only the rate of change of
warming (MacMartin et al., 2014b).
A decision to deploy would thus also need to define the initial approach to meet these goals
(e.g., how much SO2 to inject per year at which latitudes, and how that is expected to change as
a function of time); ideally, it would also articulate what the justification is for concluding that
8
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that approach would meet the goals, what the projected impact would be on any climate
variable not explicitly specified, and an assessment of (and justification for) confidence in
projections (MacMartin and Kravitz, 2019a). The analysis needed to support a decision to
deploy would thus be a major endeavor, potentially demanding greater efforts than have gone
in to the periodic assessments of climate science by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). Climate scientists and engineers can in principle provide this type of
information, and indicate what is and is not achievable, but the definition of goals is a policy
choice.
4. Evolving decisions
No amount of research will reduce the uncertainty in projected impacts to zero. Uncertainty
arises due to a variety of sources (e.g., MacMartin et al., 2016). Uncertainty in specific
processes, such as aerosol microphysical growth assumptions, or ozone-chemistry reaction
rates, might be sufficiently reducible through a combination of better observations after
volcanic eruptions (Robock et al., 2013) and small-scale process-level field experiments (Keith et
al., 2014; Dykema et al., 2014). However, an experiment to directly measure the climate
response – how variables such as regional temperature and precipitation might change in
response to solar geoengineering – would require both considerable time and magnitude of
change (MacMynowski et al., 2011), making such a test practically equivalent to deployment
(Robock et al., 2010, MacMartin and Kravitz, 2019a). Indeed, even early deployment would not
likely involve sufficient levels to quickly resolve many uncertainties (MacMartin et al 2019), as
described below. Thus, there will always be some residual level of uncertainty in the climate
response at the time of a deployment decision. Note, however, that this is also true for climate
change – considerable uncertainties persist regarding how anthropogenic emissions have
altered the climate despite the substantial changes that have occurred to date.
If it becomes clear during deployment that some outcome is not what was predicted, a choice
will be faced as to whether to modify the approach for meeting goals (such as increasing or
decreasing the amount of SO2 injected at some latitude), modify the goals themselves (put
more or less emphasis on some outcome), or potentially phase-out deployment altogether.
Sub-sections 4.1 and 4.2 below consider what these decisions over time might look like. These
can pose additional challenges for how to structure international governance either by
requiring immediate action, or conversely, by requiring a high degree of patience and
consequent longevity of institutions.
While the climate system does not provide any clear separation of time-scales, some structure
can be imposed based on how decisions might be made, by dividing the problem into those
relatively few high-level climate goals that the intervention is designed to meet, and all of the
vast number of other climate system variables that affect humans and ecosystems. For
example, if solar geoengineering was intended to maintain global mean temperature at 2°C,
then any sustained period warmer or cooler than that could justify increasing or decreasing the
9
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amount of solar geoengineering; the sign of the effect this would have on temperature is clear
from basic physics. However, the impact on precipitation in some country might, at the time of
a deployment decision, be uncertain even in sign; this type of effect would need to be
monitored, any observed changes determined to be attributable to the deployment or not, and
a decision made as to whether to alter the deployment in response. These two examples yield
quite different timescales for decisions.
4.1 Managing uncertainty through feedback
No engineered system is perfectly understood. Rather than simply introducing an input and
hoping for the best, systems from aircraft flight control to manufacturing plants all rely on
feedback: the output is monitored, compared with the desired value, and the inputs slightly
adjusted so that over time the output converges to the desired value. One relies on the same
fundamental principle every time one drives a car or takes a shower in an unfamiliar place; in
an ecosystem context, this is known as adaptive management (Holling, 1978). In the context of
earth system management, Schellnhuber and Kropp (1998) term this “geocybernetics.” This
feedback process compensates for some degree of uncertainty in the strength of the
relationship between input and output. Thus, for example, the amount of solar geoengineering
required to offset the warming from some amount of CO2 varies from model to model
(MacMartin et al., 2015). Following Jarvis and Leedal (2012), MacMartin et al. (2014a)
demonstrated the idea of using feedback of the “observed” global mean temperature to adjust
the amount of solar radiation reduction in a climate model; Kravitz et al. (2014) then
demonstrated that this process was sufficiently robust so that even if the feedback algorithm
was tuned using simulations from one climate model, it still yielded the desired outcomes in a
second. This idea has been extended to manage multiple climate variables simultaneously
(Kravitz et al., 2016), and to do so by adjusting the amount of SO 2 injection at multiple latitudes
(Kravitz et al., 2017) rather than idealized patterns of solar reduction. In each of these cases,
there is a clear physical relationship between the input and output; e.g., increasing the aerosol
injection rate decreases temperature, and shifting more of the injection to one hemisphere
from the other preferentially cools that hemisphere. However, the exact relationship does not
need to be known, and thus some amount of uncertainty can be managed. To successfully
implement solar geoengineering to achieve some temperature target, for example, we do not
need to know either how much radiative forcing is exerted by a given rate of aerosol injection,
or how much the climate cools in response – just that increased injection causes increased
cooling.
This capability to manage uncertainty requires the ability to constantly make slight adjustments
to the system. Anyone who has impatiently tried to adjust the temperature of a shower knows
how difficult the task can be if there is substantial time delay between moving the knob and
feeling the resulting change. If one waited for 10 years to see what the effect of solar
geoengineering was on the temperature before making any adjustment, then on average that
information is now 5 years old, introducing a substantial time delay. It is better to make minor
10
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adjustments frequently (for example, every year), even if the lack of statistical significance
means that one might be reacting to climate variability (and indeed, such an algorithm will
always react to and modify climate variability; MacMartin et al., 2014a). If such a feedback
process were used in solar geoengineering deployment, the details regarding how much to
adjust would be esoteric, although the basic concept is straightforward.
The utility of a rapid decision-making capability is not restricted to managing uncertainty. An
additional reason would be if a large volcanic eruption occurred during deployment of
stratospheric aerosol geoengineering. One could choose to do nothing different; in this case the
decrease in global temperature might still be less than if there were no geoengineering due to
nonlinearities in sulfate aerosol microphysics (Laakso et al., 2016). However, it would be wiser
to decrease injection immediately – on a time-scale of weeks – to compensate for the increase
in stratospheric sulfate from the eruption. Furthermore, an eruption in one hemisphere will
preferentially cool that hemisphere, shifting the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) towards
the opposite hemisphere, and shifting tropical precipitation with it; this can have significant
consequences such as Sahelian drought (Haywood et al., 2013). Thus, one might want to rapidly
increase the injection of aerosols into the opposite hemisphere to counterbalance the effect of
the eruption on tropical precipitation over the ensuing year.
The importance of short time-scale decisions clearly has ramifications for governance, as
described in Section 5. However, other decisions may present governance challenges at the
opposite end of the spectrum due to the long time-scales involved in detection and attribution
of changes not predicted at deployment.
4.2 Detection and attribution may take decades
The example given earlier for high-level goals included global mean temperature, Arctic sea ice
extent, and tropical precipitation. However, the ultimate goals of reducing climate damages are
more complicated and multi-dimensional. Prior to deployment there would presumably be a
comprehensive multi-model assessment of the predicted impact of solar geoengineering, not
only for high-level goals, but for regional climate shifts, changes in probability of different
weather events, and so forth. If models predict that solar geoengineering will increase the
likelihood or magnitude of some particular type of extreme weather event, and if such an event
does occur, it is reasonable to (at least fractionally) attribute that event to the deployment; this
may be useful in compensation schemes, for example (Horton, Parker, and Keith, 2015).
However, there will always be uncertainty in model predictions, and prediction skill will be
more limited for some variables than others. This leads to a challenge: acknowledging model
uncertainty requires a willingness to learn through observations, while at the same time not
responding to every weather event or perceived shift in climate that occurs. Learning where
model predictions were meaningfully wrong will take time. Furthermore, even the benefits of
deployment will not be immediately apparent.
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If one learns that the deployment is leading to some undesired and unpredicted shift in regional
climate (including changes in the magnitude or frequency of some extreme weather events),
one could alter the high-level goals; e.g., allow global mean temperature to increase slightly so
that less solar geoengineering is required, or change the relative emphasis on high vs lowlatitudes, or introduce additional goals. Indeed, a possible decision would be to terminate the
deployment altogether (ideally through a gradual phase-out as was shown by MacMartin et al.,
2014b, to avoid a shock to the system that would occur if solar geoengineering were abruptly
terminated).
The challenge with this collective set of decisions, involving every climate variable at any spatial
scale, is that the very concept of “climate” that is at the core of either climate change or climate
engineering describes long-term multi-decadal characteristics. Over shorter time-scales, there is
considerable variability that can mask the response due to solar geoengineering. For example,
despite the duration of anthropogenic GHG forced climate change today, while there is no
ambiguity regarding the direction of the effect on some metrics like global mean temperature
or Arctic sea ice extent, there is still considerable uncertainty in how increased GHGs have
affected regional precipitation patterns (Kirtman et al., 2013), and even at the global scale
there can be substantial decadal variability in the trend (e.g., the so-called “hiatus” of the early
2000s; e.g., Lewandowsky et al., 2018). Attribution of individual storms or droughts to climate
change is improving but remains difficult today (Herring et al., 2019), in part because of
insufficient statistics on the probability of rare events. There will always be unusual events; for
example, in any single year, one might expect 1% of the world’s population to experience a
once-in-a-century flooding event. The difficulty of attributing the effect of solar geoengineering
on any individual event early in a deployment may be even more challenging than it is to
attribute an individual event to climate change today, simply because the level of deployment
will almost certainly start out smaller. Furthermore, solar geoengineering would be taking place
simultaneously with changes in levels of greenhouse gas emissions whose detailed impact
remains uncertain.
As noted earlier, a plausible deployment scenario might be to maintain conditions as close as
possible to the year in which deployment starts. Such a scenario was simulated by Kravitz et al.
(2017), where the background anthropogenic GHG emissions follow a high-end RCP 8.5
scenario (Meinshausen et al., 2011) and SO2 injection is used to maintain 2020 conditions. A few
results from that simulation are shown in Figure 3 below, both at a global scale and for the
Indian subcontinent (using the South Asia region defined by Giorgi and Francisco, 2000). Solar
geoengineering simulations are typically plotted showing the no-geoengineering and
geoengineered cases as different colored lines, and often averaged over time or over ensemble
members to estimate the forced response. However, society does not have the luxury of
experiencing both of those scenarios and determining which one it likes better. Rare events,
such as super storms or other environmental extremes, have certain probabilities of occurring
in any scenario, and it will only be over decades that one can determine whether the choice to
12
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deploy or not deploy solar geoengineering might have changed those probabilities. For
example, in Figure 3, the change in slope (rate of increase or decrease) for both global mean
temperature and global mean precipitation is statistically significant with a 95% confidence
level after 10 years. It takes 20 years for the change in slope of the temperature over South Asia
to become statistically significant, and in this model simulation, the change in annual-mean
precipitation over that region is still not statistically significant at a 95% confidence level by
2100. Broadly similar results hold for other regions, with only one region (Greenland) having a
statistically significant observable shift in precipitation in under 30 years. Changes in many
other variables, such as precipitation averaged over only one season, or the frequency of
extreme weather events, may be even more difficult to detect in the presence of natural
climate variability.
A long time-scale for detection and attribution is not, in and of itself, a problem. If it is hard to
detect a change in some variable, it is hard precisely because the change is small relative to
natural variability, and thus that change might not have serious adverse impacts.
However, how should one respond if observations suggest an 80% chance that some variable
has changed in an unanticipated way? Or a 50% chance? Increased certainty will require waiting
for more time to pass. Furthermore, with a sufficiently large range of climate variables being
monitored, roughly 5% will show unusual changes that appear to be statistically significant at a
95% confidence level. In principle, models can be used to assess the plausibility of a physical
connection with the solar geoengineering deployment, rather than simply relying on analysis of
time series. However, the entire motivation for looking for possible changes in regional climate
arises from concern that the models are imperfect, and so it is the difference from predictions
that one is most interested in uncovering through observation.
(insert Figure 3)
Figure 3. Annual mean temperature and precipitation change relative to 1975-2020 averaged over the globe and
over South Asia in a simulation in which stratospheric aerosol geoengineering was initiated in 2020 with the goal of
keeping temperatures at 2020 levels in the presence of increasing greenhouse gas concentrations (see Kravitz et al.
(2017) for details). In each plot, the black line shows the simulated trajectory, with the star indicating the start of
(low-level) deployment. The red dashed line is a 10-year running average of a simulation without geoengineering,
indicating what models might tell people would have been happening. The blue line and shaded band are the best
fit slope to 1975-2020, and ±1 standard deviation of natural variability about this. The change in slope of global
mean temperature and precipitation are statistically significant at the 95 th percentile after roughly 10 years (using
Welch’s unequal-variances t-test); the regional temperature change over south Asia takes 20 years to show a
statistically significant change in trend, while the change in precipitation over this region is not statistically
significant in this simulation even by 2100. Note that the unusual response in year 2023 is due to a model error and
should be ignored.

4.3 A continuum of timescales and feedback processes
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Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe feedback and detection/attribution, which operate on two very
different timescales. However, as was alluded to earlier, there is actually a continuum of
timescales of decisions surrounding any hypothetical solar geoengineering deployment.
Ultimately the purpose of feedback as discussed here is to manage uncertainties in the climate
system by introducing corrections to the best estimated deployment. At any given time, the
solar geoengineering deployment is guided by observations and models of the system. This
includes projections of long-term changes (e.g., steadily increasing GHG concentrations), as well
as short-term system behavior (e.g., is it an El Niño year, or did a climate-altering volcanic
eruption just occur?). It might also include new model information that could either directly
affect goals (e.g., new information regarding Antarctic ice shelf stability) or suggest better
deployment approaches to meet existing goals – indeed model improvements may occur at a
timescale in between the fast and slow timescales described in sections 4.1 and 4.2. If at any
point any of these components changes, be that the strategic objectives, new climate models,
or new information from observations, then the deployment details (e.g., SO2 injection rates or
locations) that best meet goals must also change. As was stated earlier, this is a feedback
process and is illustrative of the sort of adaptive management approaches that would be
necessary to ensure successful deployment.
5. Implications for governance
The international community has been able to agree to a target of holding global mean
temperature to well below a 2°C rise above preindustrial levels. Thus, there is at least a
precedent for global agreement on specific quantitative climate goals. One of the challenges
with reaching agreement on a “global thermostat” for solar geoengineering is that different
regions might differentially benefit or have different desired amounts of warming or cooling.
While it might seem that if agreeing on one number is hard, agreeing on multiple goals would
be harder still, that may not be true if the ability to independently manage multiple goals
means that the distribution of benefits and harms is more uniform. Nonetheless, it will not be
possible to design a deployment that can achieve every possible goal in every region of the
world, and the trade-offs involved will require the ability to agree on more complex choices
than simply a number. (Of course, it is also possible that solar geoengineering might be
deployed without broad agreement, but choices on how to deploy would still need to be
made.) Deployment goals would be fundamentally political, reflecting not only policy
considerations but deeper struggles over the notion and content of an ideal climate, nature vs.
artifice, etc. Scientists and engineers can present what is possible and likely or unlikely, but
cannot (or should not) decide what objectives to pursue.
Once deployed, there will be a variety of decisions that will need to be made over a wide range
of time-scales. Both “slow” and “fast” decisions present interesting challenges for governance.
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The primary challenge in the former may be to avoid action when it is not warranted by the
available evidence. Resisting the urge to act while waiting for detection and attribution
processes to generate adequate evidence—which may take decades—may pose serious
difficulties for decision-makers pressured to respond relatively quickly. Such pressures may
derive from short-term political calculations, media hype, civil society campaigns, and many
other sources. While uncertainty about the climate response needs to be accepted, and a
culture of adaptive management supported, the long time-scales for attribution also create a
need to establish processes that would counter the impulse to constantly change the goals of
the deployment in response to the latest climate event; there will always be unusual weather
events whether solar geoengineering is deployed or not. Slowing down decision-making so that
it is synchronized with the pace of monitoring, assessing, and modifying key decisions about
deployment will require devising institutional impediments in support of methodical decisionmaking on strategic issues.
The shorter time-scales associated with either managing uncertainty or responding to events
such as volcanic eruptions are not well matched to political processes; any delay in operational
decisions due to procedural discussions or political posturing will result in larger deviations
from the intended goals. Furthermore, political processes may also be ill-suited to these
decisions because of the technical knowledge needed to determine the appropriate action.
Instead, governance may involve agreeing to the guidelines behind such adjustments and
empowering technical experts to make them.
Clearly, decisions about feedback and attribution raise critical questions about the role of
technocracy in governing a hypothetical solar geoengineering deployment. Operational
decisions will need to be made promptly based on specialized knowledge; these characteristics
recommend delegation to experts empowered to perform instrumental adjustments in
response to feedback processes and volcanic activity. Strategic decisions made in response to
detection and attribution results, or to improvements in knowledge more generally, will rely on
expert analysis, which will need to be institutionally insulated from broader debates about the
overall purposes, goals, and objectives of solar geoengineering. Both operational decisions and
attribution analysis would ideally need to be shielded as much as possible from political
interference in order to ensure consistency and predictability, in support of the ultimate goal of
climate stability. However, this characterization does not apply to more fundamental decisions
about whether to deploy and what goals to pursue, which are primarily political in nature.
Maintaining a strict separation between “political” and “technical” decisions is ultimately
impossible, given the omnipresence of power dynamics in social relationships including those
involving scientists, engineers, and supposedly apolitical technocrats. But modern society
offers multiple examples in which such a separation is approximated with positive results.
Electrical grids are managed on timescales shorter than a minute by a combination of
computerized systems and trained experts at local utilities and regional system operators under
the public oversight of subnational, national, and regional regulatory bodies. Economists at
central banks, typically coordinating on an international basis, have wide latitude to set
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monetary policy to smooth out multi-year business cycles, but they do so within parameters set
by the political system, and are ultimately accountable to elected representatives.
Some commentators have argued that the technical aspects of solar geoengineering make it
incompatible with democracy because the inherent complexity would effectively privilege and
empower a technocratic elite at the expense of the broader public (Szerszynski et al., 2013,
Hulme, 2014). But as Horton et al. (2018) argue, it is not clear that the technical decisions
required to implement solar geoengineering would be any more technical than decisions
required in a multiplicity of other policy domains, and there are a multiplicity of instances in
which technocratic bodies both successfully function within, and are effectively circumscribed
by, democratic political systems. Indeed, the examples we cite above were pioneered and
refined in modern democracies. In the case of governing deployment of solar geoengineering,
expert assessments and advice could be formally channeled to political authorities to assist
them in making strategic decisions, while technocrats empowered to make operational
decisions could be made substantively accountable to these or other public authorities through
institutional means. (To the extent that “pre-deployment” large-scale field tests were
conducted following agreement on a conditional decision to deploy, such technocratic
arrangements could also support post-research model validation efforts—see MacMartin and
Kravitz 2019b.)
To be sure, striking an appropriate balance between expert autonomy and political oversight,
particularly on the decadal time-scale required for robust determinations of attribution, will
pose serious challenges for any proposal to deploy solar geoengineering. Related issues such as
the principal-agent problem regarding delegation will also need to be addressed. Just as
geoengineering itself is a design problem, so too is geoengineering governance, and solutions
will not be easy. However, solar geoengineering governance also resembles solar
geoengineering technology in that it is not binary in character, that is, it is not either
democratic or technocratic. Rather, like other forms of global governance, it is likely to entail a
mixture of these and other modes of social control, with ample scope for institutional
innovation.
In summary, a decision to deploy is more than a simple yes/no, but a responsible deployment
decision should also include:
• Definition and agreement on quantitative high-level climate goals. This will likely occur in
conjunction with the scientific/engineering process of determining the deployment approach
that best meets these goals, evaluating the resulting projected impacts, and explicitly
assessing confidence in these projections. Without this definition of goals there is no basis on
which to make choices such as where and how much aerosol to inject. Strategic design
decisions will be primarily political but also technical in nature.
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• An agreed-upon approach for managing the deployment as a function of time, including
observational resources, how the resulting data will be analyzed, how to conduct attribution,
and how that feeds into adjustments to the original plan (and potentially also compensation),
including rules for how to adjust the solar geoengineering deployment (e.g. SO2 injection
rates) across multiple time-scales. Both instrumental operational decisions and detection
and attribution analyses will need to be delegated to technical experts, whose organization
would need to be specified. Strategic decisions made in response to detection and
attribution analyses will need to be slowed down to match the decadal-scale temporal
requirements of such analyses and thereby avoid changing the course of a deployment in the
absence of evidence supporting such a change.
Governance of solar geoengineering will require international trust, long organizational
lifetimes, complex decision-making, and a culture of adaptive management in order to
encourage sound decisions about well-intentioned and well-designed climate interventions.
Expertise will be essential, and some degree of technocracy will be necessary. By exploring the
specifically technical dimensions of decisions about deployment, including the “multi-speed”
character of key operational decisions, we hope to have shed more light on the particular tasks
experts will be called upon to perform as well as draw out some important implications for
governance.
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